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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
I appreciate the author's efforts in writing the exciting case report. Figures were of good quality, and legends were well explained. Consider including other articles that talked about other complications secondary to starClose and VCD. Another case series mentioned the thrombus secondary to the starClose device. DOI: https://doi.org/10.3174/ajnr.A2001
It is prudent to include other complications secondary to VCDs https://doi.org/10.1053/j.tvir.2015.04.008 this article talked about other complications secondary to VCDs. Rodriguez et al also reported pseudoaneurysm as a complication. Authors talked about more and less common complications secondary to the starClose device, and readers would also get benefit if authors include other complications secondary to the starClose device. If authors include a table containing complications secondary to the starClose device would increase the quality of the manuscript. Thank you for the opportunity.